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the viveve difference… 
We are committed to addressing 

common issues that have a profound 
impact on a woman’s daily life.

FOR WOMEN’S INTIMATE HEALTH

top 
experiencing leakage

tart
enjoying the activities you love 

Do you 
leak urine when you 

laugh, cough, sneeze or workout?

Have you 
noticed decreased arousal or 

diminished orgasm during intercourse?

Is your
 vaginal dryness causing discomfort?

Women experience vaginal 
changes due to childbirth, age, 

lifestyle or hormonal fluctuations. 
These changes affect the 

vaginal tissue decreasing sexual 
function and causing urinary 

incontinence. 

The Viveve Treatment is a 
nonsurgical one time treatment  
that rebuilds the tissue of the 

vaginl canal. The Viveve System is indicated for the treatment of 
vaginal laxity, sexual function or urinary incontinence in 
more than 50 countries, and use in general surgery for 
electrocoagulation and hemostasis in the United States.



The Viveve Treatment
Viveve is a nonsurgical radiofrequency 
treatment that rebuilds vaginal tissue. The 
treatment improves orgasm, lubrication and 
arousal and provides support to the urethra 
(bladder opening).

A small treatment tip is inserted just inside 
the vaginal opening and is rotated while it 
alternately cools the surface and heats the soft 
tissue beneath. This generates new collagen, 
providing structure and strength to decrease 
laxity and restore sensation.

Studies have shown sustained results at 12 months. 

» A single 30–45 minute session
» Safe and comfortable
» Clinically-proven
» Respectable and discreet

SUI–45 min treatment 

Sexual Function–30 min treatment 

I read that Viveve can help with sexual 
sensation and incontinence. I can say that the 
staff answered my questions and were very 
friendly and professional, and the treatment 
was quick and pain-free. What I like best is 
that I only have to do it once. Other treatments 
I looked at were 3 or more. It has been a 
couple of months and I can say that I am so 
excited about my treatment. I even went to a 
trampoline park with my kids...with success! 
And the sensation part is amazing too! Highly 
recommend the Viveve treatment!

–RealSelf Review

For years now I have been experiencing issues 
with holding my bladder, and vaginal dryness. 
All these issues were super embarrassing for 
me. I hadn’t realized there was a treatment 
for this until one of my friends told me about 
Viveve. I can safely say that this treatment 
works, and I really wish more women knew 
about it! I know that the issues I was facing are 
more common than most people think – and 
Viveve is the answer.”

–RealSelf Review


